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CRESCO – The City of Cresco has recently introduced an optional warranty program that will 
help reduce the homeowner’s cost burden for service line repairs. Last week, Cresco residents 

-

covered up to $4,000 per incident, plus an additional $500 allowance for public sidewalk cutting, 
if needed.

-
ation in order to determine whether there is enough in savings to cover unforeseen problems, 
or if they would be more comfortable paying for the insurance that would cover such incidents. 

you can purchase for vehicles, appliance or electronics,” she stated. “It is an individual decision.”

subsequently, the eye of several City Council members as well. “Many residents become frustrat-
ed when they are told that the city is not responsible for a service line repair,” states the article. 
“The homeowner must contract with a plumber and pay the repair costs if the damage occurs 
between the city’s main pipe and the water meter or the connection to the home.”

The article continues, “Cities that participate in the warranty program can enhance the city’s im-
age by reducing the homeowner’s cost and making reputable plumbers readily available.”

trying to force this on anyone that is not interested in it, but rather giving them the option to 
sign up if they feel that it is a program for their situation,” she said, adding that there is no cost 
for the gram and should a participating homeowner need service line repairs, a plumber will be 
dispatched to the location within 24 hours.

to pay annually, the cost will be further discounted to $44, which means a total savings of more 
than 20 percent.



Most of the water lines in Cresco are copper as per City Code, because copper lines tend to 
come with fewer problems than iron lines have. Of course, prior to a water line break it can 

how long the service line is,” said Girolamo.

-

Still, Girolamo says local plumbers have agreed that coverage of up to $4,000 should be more 

more prevalent program that people will be interested in,” stated Mayor Mark Bohle.

In fact, Girolamo agrees, stating that plumbers are seeing some problems with the older sewer 

vary depending on the length of the service line.

as what type of material the lines are made of. “If you have an older home, I’d probably be 
more concerned about potential problems,” he said, adding, “It’s just like insurance, if you 
can’t sleep at night because you’re worried about your water line, then you might want to buy 
this protection, or if you don’t have much in savings, this is just $44 per year.”

-

Mayor Bohle did say that last week’s letters were mistakenly sent by the warranty company 

-
cause it doesn’t pertain to you.”


